
08SERI/ABLES

El/ENT POCUMEWTATION

I. Vote, T-am cmdiox VuAjcUion Evznt.

Z. ObieAveA - Who on Whcut Acc.omptUhtd 0b-6eAvcition

3. UhcU ukLi ObieA-v&d

A. PhyiX.cat OA me.chaju.cat obje.ct ok obJ&ctA

B. Ligkt&, Sounds, Reaction^ ok OtkeA ?he.nomzna

4. Place. 0 ^ OccuKKcncc

A. WkeA.c Vld Eve.nl Occuk

B. Point in Space

C. Gcophyitcal Location

5. Phy^tcat VcscJuption

A. Size, Shape, CotoK, TextuKe, VooKi, HateKtaZ

B. Dynamic Activities - Lights, SomdA, Uotion&, Velocities

6. PoKce OK EneKgy Field E^^ects - Static ok Dynamic

A. ElectKomagnetlc, Magnetic ok ElectKic

8.

Accoaitlcal oK Mechanical

C. PoKtlcle Radiation - Radio Activity

D. GKavltational

7. Phyilologlcjxl E^^ecU

A. Event, Po6t Event, Residual ok Delayed

S. Psychological Ef^^ects

A. Event, Post Event, Residual oK Delayed

9.

Plant and!OK Animal Reactions

A. Event, Post Event, Residual ok Delayed

10.

OtheK Coincidental OccuKKences

A. PKe-event, Event and Post Event

8. Local OK Wide SpKead - l.e., PovoeK FailuKe, Animal UnKest, etc.

C. AtmospheKlc, Geophysical - l.e.. Holes In the Clouds, EoKth TKemoKS,

Explosions, Loud Moises, Fallen oK Deposited MateJilals

WHEN
WHO
WHAT
WHERE
WHy



OBSERi/ABLES

SENSORS S OBSERVATIONAL

CAPABILITIES

h HUNAN lVT.Ae.ct}

A. l/tiuai - VtAe-Ct 0b4>eAvatLonal Sighting

Ttne. 0 ^ ob6eJLvation

Vo&ttton tn Apace oa tocation - cLuiection motion - duAotlon

[Aelate to AtandoAd Ae^eAence and/oA obAotute cooAdinateA

uiith tnAtAumentation oidA]

PkyAtcaJL deAcJuption

Size, Ahotpe - appoAent changeA - eAAotic oA unuAuat movementA

NotionA - Rotation, Veto city and poAition changeA oa movementA

CotoA - Photon emiAAion - Glowing - Pulsating - Paint oA

NateAial, etc.

B. HeoAing - SoundA

Ulith and without auditoAy oidA - Kind, Amplitude, VuAotion oa

compoAed with choAacteAiAticA OjJ ^amilioA AoundA oA unuAual,

new expeAience.

C. Smelt

AAAOciated odoAA oa cotrpoAed with ^amilioA, uAual oa unuAual

expenienceA. Relative AtAcngth and duAation [ACAidual]

.

V. ToAte

A paAticuloA AenAotion o^ toAting not neccAAoMiCy oAAociated

with AmelC - bAockuh, acid, Aalty, Aweet, etc.

E. Touch (PhyAical feelingAj

SenAotionA oi woAmth, coldneAA - ^eel o^ mateAial AuA^aceA -

textuAe, AtAuctuAe, vibAotion, etc. Buaka oa otheA phyAiolo gical

body changeA, etc.. Immediate oa delayed

F. PeelingA {Pa ychological)

Pne-event, Event and PoAt Event - ACAidual oa delayed. PoAAible

PSI phenomena.

2. HUMAN {IndiAect) - MeoAUAcable oa Analytically Obtained:

A. MateAial Phenomena - PhyAical ChangeA in oa on MateAialA -

BuAnA, MoAkA OA ScoAA - ChangeA in PoAition, ColoA, TextuAe,

PoAAible Radiation E^^ectA. PAe-Event, Event and PoAt Event,

ReAidaal, Velayed, TempoAoAy oa PeAmanent PeAmutationA

.

PhyAical ReAidulc.



Se.ru 0^ S Obiefwcutionat Capabltitiei, {Contd.)

B. IrutmmrUed ObieAvatioru S Recoded Vcuta - Optical, ElectAomagnetic,

Adjcjoiutical, Mechanical.

3, ANIMAL [Vlnect S Indluect]

PAe-event, Event and Po6t Event, Velayed oa. Peuldml

kctioru oA Reactioru - Pky^loloyical Changeu

LaboAxUoAy knaly6l6 - Po66lble PSl Phenomena

4. PLANT iVlAect S IndlAect)

Physical Changes - Immediate, Residual oa Velayed

Bent, BAoken, BuAnt, Vied, etc.

LaboAotoAy Analysis - Possible PSI Phenomena



QUESTIONS

1. Hav would M>e decide, that the. technical In^oAnatton contained In a

contactee nepont l6 woAth con6lde/Ung?

2. li eveny UFO nepoAt wene tuie, It would contain technical In^oAmation.

A. How to Qfwup and!OK clojustlig the kinds o^ In^oKmatlon so as to be

subsequently most useful.

3. What oKe the pKlnclple choKocteKlstlcs o^ an object that would cause

an AIk Base to scAanhle (^IghteKS and/ ok attempt to InteKcept?

4. In a multiple witness sighting, how do we deteKmine which witness has

the most accuKote ovcKoll description o^ event?
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FIELD DATA ACQUIS IT I ON

MDAC-V/D's Atmospheric Sciences Branch and Advanced Concepts Joint PorLable-
Mobile Field Data Acquisition Facilities.

INTRODUCTION

In the furtherance of certain objectives in Advanced Concepts research and
to provide critical data for the Atmospheric Sciences Department, it has
been observed that much of the information needs (as to atmospheric phe-
nomena and electrical disturbances), are similar.^ ^ It therefore seems
advisable to provide a Portable-Mobile field data acquisition capability
jointly useful for these and other efforts.

Through extended discussions between concerned persons, a basic summary
and outline for the general scope and depth of observations has been
suggested as outlined on pages 2 and 3.

It is hoped that a further study of instrumentation and supplemental
requirements will result in recommendations for an adequately outfitted,
extremely versatile portab le-mob i I e capab i I i ty . To this end additional
related discussions will be conducted and findings will be reported as a
continuation to this document.

W. P. Wi Ison, A-833
II November 1968

cc: R. M. Wood, A-830
A. D. Goedeke, A-830
W. W. Hi Idreth, A-830
J. M. Brown, A-833

^ Ball Lightning Research Report, January 1968, DAC-60941, K. M. Evenson
and A. D. Goedeke.

2 Proposal to Investigate Ball Lightning, 23 August 1968, MDAC-WD Space
Sciences Department, DAC Letter A- I 3P I 349-68-508Q.
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TABLE 3

Prior to Event

E,
dt

vs. time

LIGHTNING

Event

E
max.

'

H
max

etc.

TABLE 4

OTHER METEOROLOGICAL REOUIREMENTS
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28 August 1968

W. P. Wilson, Jr.

SUGGESTED STANDARD FORMAT
FOR TAPE Interviews

TITLE: Interview of Mr. Subject (Code Name if Appropriate)

as related to an (Ob^rvatlon - Contact, etc. ) of/or with a ( UFO

Aerial Phenomenon - Flying Saucer, etc. )

PREAMBLE: (To establish Who, What, Where, When, Why, and Limitations)

1. This is a (magnetic or other) recording of an interview being

conducted in (City County State ) Date and Time

2. The Interview is being conducted by and in the presence of Mr.

etc. and Mr. etc. the person now speaking. Mr.

will act as moderator.

3. The sole purpose of this interview is to col tect information that

may be of scientific Interest, or va lue. I I e^tft+tng information

contained herein is to be considered confidential and proprietary

and shal I not be revealed to other persons for any reason except o

as agreed to by and with the consent

4. (If appropriate) For purposes of security and to insure right of

privacy the true names of the principles and/or observers, will

not be used but (They, He, She, etc) will be referred to and

addressed as ( Smith, Jones, Etc .

)

5. (For Minors or Juveniles), Prior permission for interview should

have been obtained from parent or guardian).

Q. Address Subject - What Is your age? And Occupation?

A. Answer

Q. Is this Interview being conducted with the knowledge and consent

of your parent or guardian? Answer .

Introduction

Q. 1. Address Subject - What is your age and occupation?

Q, 2. Do you understand that the information to be discussed during this

interview will relate only to observations made by you (and other

persons if any) and will not Include any Ideas or inventions of a

proprietary nature?

Q. 3. To the best of your knowledge and belief are the Incidents and or

observations to be discussed during this Interview true and

factual occurrences?



A.

0.

4. N®r;Address Subject - It is our (my) understanding that at some

time in the past you (saw, heard, or were involved with) something

unusual?

Q, 5 . To the best of your recollection, what was the date, time and place

of this occurrence?

0. 6. Statement - Now, Addres s Subject will you tell us. In your own

words. Just what it was that you saw (heard etc.)?

NOTES:

1. Allow uninterrupted narration for suitable period, make notes and question

subject between periods.

2. Close a particular session or end of tape with time notation and future

action if there is to be any.

3. Date and identify all taped material and prepare for safekeeping.



PLASh-A AND PiUViiiiASAL GRAVITATIuM

is uiiiiOiKsi.on.ii ly cliai-^-^e/iiiass ami is 2.58* o.s- <. per -^rauu

'l.al il nu:y actually bo electrostatic ciiarge per tiius oxiers it-

.,eir as au explxuiatioa of {gravity. But this naive inteaprctatioa

has been avoided because of the formidable problems incurred, by the

axiuu'ently complete nonpolarity of gravity and the absence of a- satis-

fi’ctory mechanism for the accumulation of the required amount of

charge on one body, e. g, e.s.u. for the earth and
e.s.u. for the sun. On the other hand tner-.- are

s’ovoral reasons to believe that gi'avity is actually of electrical

and magnetic origin. Let us suimr.arize several of these reason.s:

(1) Expex’iiaental evidence shows that the earth is being

contin'adilly and uniformly bombarded by cosmic radiation at a rate

evidently in excess of 10 cosmic-ray particles per:-,., second.

Loi-eover, the "primaries" of cosmic radiation are apparently

almost entirely positive ions. (9)* As a matter of fact our

magnetic field is such as to permit penetration by charges only

of ^/fAi 10 e.s.u. /gram or less. Therefore electrons would
need to have relativistic masses of around 3'/0 Wq to pene-

trate the earth' s magnetic field. While this is well within tne

energy range of cosmic radiation, at least many times
positives than negatives should be and evidently are able to pene-

trate into the Earth's atmosphere. But at a minimum of 10

elementary positive dhargos per second or about (0 e.s.u. per

second for the whole earth the charge on the earth would increase

at a rate of at least )0'^ e.s.u. per year.

(2) The magnetic moment of the earth has the value required

bv a circulating charge distribution corresponding to the charge
distributed approximately uniformly throughout the

earta(ij, i.e., '

> / a/i

e<9n@/xn OC (iii.35)

where e© /S (3^ @ the earth's magnetic moment , it ©the
"mechanical moment" of the earth and C the velocity of light.

This relationship was first noticed by P.M.S. Blaclcett(/a) and

aoplies also to the ^un and other stars.
‘ Co) In referenceflfthe author presented a general unification

concept which seems to show that the same fundamental laws apply

in celestial as in atomic and molecular (and probably also

nuclear) systems. Moreover it was there shown that gravity is

intimately related to the radiation from the central body. The

most important correlation bearing out this intimate relation to

atomic systems is the observed coupling between orbital and spin

states brought out in referenced.
(-1-) It is possible to take a large "sample" of the matter^on

’ Au earth, -namely that comprising the atiriosphere

,

grams, and show that it contains, witnin experimental error, the

required electrical charge, namely about 1.
• fO e.s.u. Thus, if

we treat the atmosphere as a concentric-^l^ere , condenser



innerthe base of the atinosphere or the lithosphere as the
sphere, the charge on the ^atinosphere is found to be

o=C'i/:= r, i

Sxperimentally(k Vy '•’‘•0' amounts to about 0.6 to 3.17 vo Its/ ora •

(positive vertically upward so that ^ is positive) near the earth'

s

surface.^ The average value is required to be 3.1 volts/cm in order

,

wiiich is in excellent accord with the observed
aU;;ospher£c po^Jential gradient.

(5) There is a tremendous accretion process going on in the
solar system that amounts evidently to about JO grams of micro-
meteorites on the earth each year (V/hipple)(?} . Assuming a ratio^, of
more than one thousand to one for the gaseous material
C H) ,etc.) compared with solids in the accretion
process as’’ indicated by relative abundance data, there may be
about3*/0^ grnms/sec total accretion on the earth. This is, at
least within an order of magnitude, the amount of accretion necessary
to maintain a constant on the earth against the
observed cosmic radiation ac“cubulation of charge.

^
(6) If the earth's mass increase due to accretion v/ere 3*/0

graiVis/sec. one might expect the suns's accretion to amount
to i0'« rr I0‘^‘ grams/i>ec. assuming th^t the earth
merely interce'pts that portion of the (probably) si:(erically
distributed toyal mass flux to the sun corresponding to the cross-
sectional area of the earth. There is an approximate check on this
total flux in the conditions existing in the chromosphere of the
sun. This may be shown as follows:

The electron density at the top of the sun's chromosphere is
about Q,* jO‘'o<u which is therefore also approximately the positive
charge density. If matter were undergoing effect ivelv "free fall"
into the sun, its velocity would ^ • This
velocity corresponds, through the relation jlT ,

to a temperature of about 1* /o’ for a gas of average mole-
culai' weight unity. This agrees approximately with the temperature
of the solar corona as evidenced by the appearance of charged
atoms, e.g., iron, chromium, nickel, with charges of f- J 3 Ao

f I
in it. Hence the

,

accretion on the sun may be as much as
agreement with

the above earth-sampling result. "
*

j ^
It is of interest that this kinetic energy of accretion ±s

about the known solar constant, namely
10^5;, Apparently one thus has a likely explanation for the
solai' constant that need not include, or is at least appror:im.ately
ox the same relative importance as, the reaction via the
carbon-nitrogen cycle that is supposed to be taking place in the
core of the sun.

(7) In stars, galactic nuclei ( and a postulated supergalactic
center) the average kinetic energy of any body should be

j
approximately the negative of the gravitational energyiJ/'i^YjJ. where
^ 'is the mean distance from any element of mass to the center of

the system. Therefore

Tx Gn'jt'J-K-d.
(iii.37)



i‘Vo;n tai.s assumption the fol lov.'in?/; are approximate values o.

quantities in equation iii-37 for three bodies of great Int.

to us (based on an average atomic v;(iight of 0.5).
Body Id(grams) N

sun
effective galactic nucleus -^10

effective suporgalactic nucleus ,'kjIO^'^ .-v/O"

the
'CSt

-a ,0

, j I
o'

Basod Oh tho above facts together with the quasi-lattice model
of plasma outlined above, let us nov/ present the following "plasma
model" of gravitation:

Celestial bodies are "positively" charge particles existing
as (positive) lattices meshed in tremendous multi-electron lattices
(or "cryscapade^ in which the circulating electron lattices exist
between hnd among the positive ions, i.e., in interplanetary,
interstellar and intergalactic space, exactly as electrons in metals
ana plasma exist in the -^ree space between the positive-ion
lattice.

The charging of celestial bodies positively is easily understood
and computed in terms (1) of the ion-cut-off characteristics of
the pov/erful magnetic fields of celestial bodies and (2) of the
binding energy of plasma for positive ions. First consider the
selective absorption of an excess of positive ions by celestial
bodies on -che one hand and an excess of electrons by inter-
planetary, interstellar and intergalactic space on the other.

In order to understand why iv.ore positives than electrons are
able to penetrate the magnetic field of bodies a such as the sun
and the earth one need simply realize that the cut-off energy is of

the order of a billion electron volts even for the earth and, of
course, greater for the sun and other luminous stars. To have
such large energies, positive ions need to have relativistic masses
actually not much greater than their rest masses, however, velocities
always at least approaching closely the velocity of light. But it

would be necessary for electrons to have relativistic masses more
than /O^ times greater than their rest mass in order to penetrate
the magnetic fields oven of planets to say nothing of stars and
galaxies. It is instructive to consider the radii of circular
orbits of nuclei and electrons moving as "sat^llitS;^ of thfe

earth and s(in in or near the eclyptic plane. From the equation

Z V^j./c (iii.oS)

anu realizing that the component of magnetic field f/j. perpendi-
cular to the velocity vector falls off as the cube of the distance,

one obtains

where the zero subscript designates the value at the surface of

the body in question and >3 =: v/c . Equation iii . 39 gives

for protons and other completely-striped ions \0

for the earth, and ///'q i 10’ for the sun. But
electrons r/rgi for the earth, and t'/ro 6: iO

for the sun. The^e are therefore the closest distances of
^

approach for ions and electrons £ of external origin. Note thav the
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earth’s uu-aetic field at 60 earth radii (the noon-earth clia’cance)
adoux balaaces-i the sun’s magnetic field at one AU (the earth-
sun distance). This means that penetrating positive particles of
i. originating outside the earth-moon system ivould
orUit finally about the earth in an orbit inside the moon’s or’pit,
but electrons in this range of energies v/ould be so far out from
the earth that they v/ould be governfjd strictly by the sun's
magnetic field. Likewise protons originating outside the solar
system and finally orbiting around the sun at O.g < < j.O
would orbit the sun "inside" the sun's "asteroid" system but
electrons would orbit only "outside" the asteroid-ring system.
These conditions seem to define the limits of the earth and the
sun as auciii placing the minor planets in a different category
than the major planets. That is, the major planets in this respect
would be little "sisters" to the sun whereas the minor planets
v.'ould be "daughters".

Now for electron-positron pair formation the photon energy is
r''’ . This corresponds to a temperature of about »

Therefore the galactic nucleus should be able to "emit" large
euan:;;tities ‘of "electrons-positi’on" pairs, in fact even more than
photons, becanse the spectral displacement law (the Wein law)
would have the v/ave length of maximum intensity for emission, from
the galactic center at "less" than the "Compton wave length" for
tnis electron-positron pair. By decay and rearrangement the main
radiation from the center of our galaxy might therefore be expected
to be simply protons and electrons or H-atoms of initial kinetic
energy about io"'° ergs per particle. The^e would have slowed down, by
gravitational attraction to the galactic center, to about /0^Oiv.yVo-.

l.y.j from the center of radiation. This is
approximately the 'observed velocity of hydrogen in our region of
interstellar space. Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that
the observed hydrogen in interstellar space is really predominantly
that emitted as "sofijf cosmic radiation" from the galactic center.
Loreaver, from the hiifgpenergy "tail" of the Stephan-Boltzmann
radiation irovn the galactic center one should except to find in
our region of space hydrogen atoms or ions (soft cosmic rays) of
velocity near the velocity of light, i.e., with energies perhaps
10^ to times greater than the average of the Stephan-Boltzmann
spectral distribution radiated from the galactic center.

The existence of a supergalaxy now a quite definate reality, would
lead one to look for a "supergalactic" njicleus of effective diaiaeter
comparable to the diameter of the supergalaxy's satellites, namely
the galaxies, or to cm. The supergalaxy w'ould be the final
one because in the system-v/ithin-the-system concept any system is
in general, i.e., \yithin a factor of about 10, about times
greater in diameter than its satellites. But at cm the "rv;d

shifts" w go to zero, hence all radiation either from the super-
galactic nucleus or one of its satellites not intercepted by a
primary, secondary, tertiary, etc. ,

satellite would be returned,
by space-curvature, to the gigantic nucleus. Now at the tr'eniendoms
temperature of the supergalactic nucleus (/v/0'^°K ) the peak
of the radiation distribution would have an energy kv of about /O ‘k.,’/,

with an upper limit radiation, corresponding again to the -hign-
froquency •t.L.a tail of the Stephan-Boltzmann distribution, around



, . Tills is aporoximatoly tha observed upper-lir.iit eao:

or cosuic radiation and this model for cosmic radiation is the:

fore consistent i.'ith observations and predicts that tae soar.ee

the cosmic rays of hishest energy is the supergaliictic naclens

which is eraittins simply in accord v/ith the well-established
_

Steohan.-Eoltzmann radiation lav;.

Next, applying the concept of the plasma let us compute the

charge on celestial body. A plasma has an

increase in energy -
, ^ o.,

of the charged '’coiidensor^'C a C,V )» exactly balances the energy

of the plasma providing one sprays the plasma condensor i&itn

uositive charge. ('Actually cosmic radiation is doin.g just this as

far as the earth and presumably all other bodies are concerned).

The earth as a plasma (it is a good conductor and therefore

metallic, or a plasma, as far as the macroscopic eartn is

concerned) should therefore be able to absorb positive cnarge until

the energy increase caused tnis charge is

(iii.40)

and the charge is

CV /x^fAc^ N-l El/

(iii.41)

For a chemical (or solid) plasma of the nature of the earth jb;.;

amounts to around jO'" per positive ion. Also assuming

average atomic weight of 30, loj^
' ,Sr‘'‘TTT^TlTi? a'-rees

. Therefore ^©^(v6-yos.j0"'’./0 y"-'

almost precisely withG'/-/^® and 4finately, it

identifies charge per tinit mass. Note also that for the

the condition give somewhat (possibly 3 times)

too large a temperature evidently because the binding energy is lar^e

One-way^likewise couipute the (positive) charge on the sun from

Gciuation iii.41, i.e., from the equation

cvyi=snVi- = = rA-

Kov/ever, one finds that /Ei/g must be about 500

This is consistent with the composition of the s

(iii.42)

_ e.v. for the sun.

tne^ ^composition of the sun and the fact

that pracUeniy 'all of the orbital electrons of the atoms up to

about Z = 13 to 15 should have been stripped at the thermal

environment of the sun, and therefore are plasma
g

exa...ole, one needs less than 2 per cent of the sun
eLrgy.

of atomic number 15 or greater to account for tnis

It is important to realize in this model that net universal
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attraction, despite an excess oX‘ positive charge on a body is
associated with the "energy well" of the plasma and idual,
metallic (or plasmatic) nolarizatioh

^
i.e., an effectively

infinite dielectric constant. In fact the increased energy
ij-rl'l. is eaactly balanced by tne decreased energy duo'^to the
ilitaraction of the charge \ with the negative charge of inter-
planetary electrons bonding the celestial particle in the celestial
lattice. Indeed, owing to excellent conduction in the plasma each
particle-on-a-particle is hold to the systom, despite the local
positive excess by the familiar "image force" with a strength
detei'mined simply by the binding energy of elementary ions for the
plasraa, as determined by the "energy well".

UNIVEllSAL PLASMA DEVELOPMENT

As noted above the supergalactic nucleus should emit at a maximum
intensity in the energy range of about e.v. per photon. At
this frequency, which is above the Compton wave length for neutrons,
the photons should decay in their (relativistic) half-iife cycle
to matter itself, i.e., possibly first to neutrons (if the photon
is not identically a neutron to start with)

,
ot- particles, etc.,

and the electrons all probably initially, as they leave the nucleus,
in caarge balance. An electron excess then becomes trapped’ in the
space between the supergalactic nucleus and its satellites by
the magnetic fields of the galaxies, leaving therefore an excess
of negative charge in this space and an equal positive excess,
owing to the greater penetration of the positives, in all of the
•galaxies combined. Under conditions where the positives and
negatives can recombine to neutral atoms in the free space
between the galaxies the "neutrals" can then accrete into the galaxies
without being hindered by magnetic fields. Evidently neutral
accretion must take place universally at a fixed ratiofe.- to the
charge accretion in order to maintain the gravitational constant.
The penetrating positive excess thus adds charge to the galaxies
leaving an equal amount of excess negative charge in the space
between the galaxies and supergalactic nucleus, providing the
"chemical" binding energy of the galaxy to its positive super-
galactic nucleus. This same process is repeated between a ‘galactic
nucleus and "its" satellites; by emission followed by decay to
charged particles, a positive excess of which is able to penetrate
the galactic satellites, the constellations, galactic clusters
and the stars of the galaxy also become positively charged. Loreover,
the excess negative charge remaining behind, owing to the inability
of all but a relatively few of them compared \yith the positives zo

penetrate the satellites, add. to the "negative-excess" inter-
galactic charge. The hard cosmic rays of the primary process eacn
produce, of aourse, a large number of high energy, positive and
negative secondaries. Thi)s these secondary changes again become
separated to some extent (about one part in jO*-^ ) within the
galaxies by the tremendous dynamo-action of the rotating magnetxc
fields 01 the stars and clusters of stars of the galaxy, and tne
greater penetrating power of the high-energy "tail" of the positives
of this softer cosmic radiation. One should realize that tnis process
repeats itself again between the stars and their plane.ts by soft
cosmic radiation from the star itself, and again between the planets
ana their satellites by cosmic-ray "star" formation inside the
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system. This latter process is the prehominant one aad occurs
in all systems. That is, cosmic-ray "star" (or explosion)
processes occurring insiae any given system will be subject xo

the same dynamo-action of the rotating magnetic moment of the
bodies of the system as between the supergalaxy and the galaxy
described above, irrespective of the order or size of the

system. This dynamo-action thus serves to produce a "positive

excess" on all massive bodies and a "negative excess" throughout
ail space, extragalactic ,

intergalactic ,
interstellar and

int erp 1 aniStcify

.

CKEllICAL BIa’DING IN PLASIviA

A remarkable feature of the plasma interpreted by the quasi-

lattice model is that it provides a means, under high internal

temneratures and high density, for realizing "chemical—binding"

energies far in excess of that in the strongest chemical bonds in

our terrestrail envirotiment , e.g., as in CO,N>.) diamond,

platinum, etc. For instance, it was indicated that the "chemical

or plasma binding energy in the sun may be about 500 e.v. per atom.

This concept is simply that when the nuclei of a plasma are

sufficiently close toigether, and the temperature high enough to

remove by ionization many or all of the electrons of atoms that

are ox*diaary core electrons comprising the positive-lattice ions

at low temperatures, the chemical-binding energy then becomes

comparable* to^x = I Ib >
where z. is the total number of electrons

per atom remold by ionization and moving in the quasi-lattice

of the plasma, and Ih is the ionization potential of the

electron.
Tills seemingly quite plausible property of plasma thus ofiers

a 5 - Tip simple explanation for the hll.g high-density di'/arf stars.

That is, if a body were comprised largely of high atomic weight

nuclei, e.g., e^' atoms of 16 electrons or more, and had an internal

temoerature of say /O^ ,
about 16 elections per positive ion would

he plasma electrons, and the binding energy would then be tremendously

^^reater than in a plasma with only one or two electrons per positive

ion. At such a large binding energy the density would be comparably

This feature of the quasi-lattice model of the plasma also offers

a plausible explanation of the tremendous binding energy of nuclei

if one also postulates a new' realm of elementary particles,

of size as much smaller than a nucleus as the stars, constella cions,

and clusters of stars arc smaller than a galaxy. A photon might >.aen

be re^-arded as a plasma comprising a tremendous nuraber of more

elementary particles (e.g., Frenkel's "N-particles ;

[A with a "oositive excess" of 10' e.s.u. per

and a neutren as a plasma with no charge excess. Realizing tna*,

the .. j proton with its large positive excess is a stable
^

nlasiW, one also realizes that the combination of two such pia^-^i

one with maximum possible positive excess and the other wit.^

positive excess, e.g., the proton and the neutron,
to foi-m a nlasma of a still deeper "energy well" simplV
it is more massive. The tremendous log of new, strange' particles

that are known to comprise atomic nuclei is strongly suggesxi

of extremely minute, "nuclear galaxies" with characteristic



t

s

ininuie galactic clusters, globular clusters, coasteiiations,
stars aaa planets held together in extremely :|,-ight, high
temperature plasma.
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